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Score a goal for gender

equality! Thumbs down to
economic violence
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Economic violence is one of the forms of domestic abuse that is difficult to measure and often does not feature
in police statistics. The abuser uses tactics to undermine the economic independence of their intimate partner.
Little has been done to ensure the empowerment of women let alone survivors of abuse.

Organisers touted the FIFA World Cup 2010 tournament as full of new
financial opportunities for “Africa”. But there is no empirical evidence
of the extent to which women benefited.

At a panel discussion convened by Gender Links, a female trader
lamented that whilst there were calls for “Vukuzenzele”, which translates
to 'wake up and do something for yourself', the city by-laws in South
Africa did not favour the plight of informal traders. “We are harassed
by police and they take away our wares. I was happy that South Africa
was hosting the world cup. I thought it would change my life for the
better, but this was not the case. We cooked for the construction
workers at stadiums and we can claim our share that we also build
the stadiums. But FIFA laws would not allow us to trade at the stadiums
during the World Cup”, one of the traders said.

There are various ways in which women experience economic abuse in the home but also through institutional
structures in government. And informal trade may provide an escape route for abused women.

Economic abuse
There are various ways in which women experience economic violence:
• This is when the abuser has control over the victim's money and other economic resources. In its extreme

(and usual) form, this involves putting the victim on a strict "allowance", withholding money at will and forcing
the victim to beg for the money until the abuser gives them some money. It is common for the victim to receive
less money as the abuse continues. This also includes (but is not limited to) preventing the victim from finishing
education or obtaining employment, or intentionally squandering or misusing communal resources.

(Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domestic_violence#Economic)

Informal trading
• Informal trading is a widespread phenomenon in SADC and women dominate in this sector.
• It is a major contributor to national economies as well as the SADC regional integration process yet is often

not captured in the GDP indices.

The SADC Protocol on Gender and Development calls on State Parties
to:
• Ensure equal participation by women and men in policy formulation

and implementation of economic policies;
• Ensure gender responsive budgeting at the micro and macro levels including

tracking; monitoring and evaluation;
• Conduct time-use studies and adopt policy measures to ease the burden of the multiple roles played by

women;
• Adopt policies and enact laws which ensure equal access, benefits and opportunities for women and men

in trade and entrepreneurship, taking into account the contribution of women in the formal and informal
sectors;

• Introduce affirmative action measures to ensure that women benefit equally from economic opportunities,
including those created through public procurement processes.

Further, the SADC Gender Protocol provides that by 2015 state parties shall review all policies and laws that
determine access to, control of, and benefit from, productive resources by women.

Traders demand the right to trade at Soccer City Stadium
during the World Cup. Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna

Key issues for discussion

Sixteen Days of Activism
on Gender Violence



• Women traders have been able to provide shelter to their families,
education and healthcare with the income earned.

• However, trade policies are mostly gender blind and only a few
procurement policies make specific reference to women.

• Women still struggle to access credit.
• Some have been led to informal trade as means of survival after getting out of abusive relationships.

Score a goal for gender equality - Halve gender violence by 2015
Gender Links working with partners capitalised on the Soccer World
Cup 2010 tournament to mount a campaign, Score a goal for gender
equality from 10 December 2009. This theme has been carried over
to this year's 16 Days campaign to reflect on whether women did
benefit from the World Cup tournament. The campaign sought to:
• Create a space for participatory discussion and debate on gender,

media, sport and 2010 in Southern Africa.
• Connect with communities, organisations and individuals around

the problems and possibilities of Soccer 2010 for women.
• Develop a body of knowledge on how the FIFA 2010 World Cup can

be used as a platform to advance the position of women in society.
• Developing pre-emptive strategies against women's exploitation

during Soccer 2010.
• Promoting media coverage on issues of gender, diversity and 2010.
To read more about the campaign visit: http://www.genderlinks.org.za/page/soccer-2010

Media literacy and 16 Days campaign with informal traders
Gender Links is partnering with the Ecumenical Service for Socio-Economic Transformation (ESSET) in
conducting a media literacy course with women traders and involve them in the 16 Days campaign in 2010.
This is aimed at raising awareness on gender based violence as well as imparting knowledge and skills so
that they become critical citizens when they engage with the media. Through the “I” Stories project where
they are writing their first hand accounts of violence, they are being empowered to use the media to make
their voice count.

ESSET was established in 1996 with a mandate of building the capacity of churches to work for socio-
economic justice and started working with street traders around the City of Johannesburg in 2006.

Whilst all traders face similar problems, there are added challenges for women. They are more vulnerable to
crime, sexual violence, tend to be less educated and have less bargaining power. These, and more, limit them
from reaping maximum benefits from their trade compared to their male counterparts. Incidents of harassment
sometimes force women out of business thus ESSET in its work with informal traders has decided to take a
biased stand towards women traders to assist them address their specific concerns. To find more about
ESSET please visit: www.esset.org.za

In line with the provisions of the SADC Protocol on Gender and Development to economically empower
women, stakeholders should ensure that they:
• Create spaces for women to participate in decision-making structures in all sectors related to economic

opportunities.
• Engender public procurement processes to ensure that women equally benefit from such things as tenders.
• Ensure that regional integration processes such as the SADC Trade Protocol take into account the high

levels of poverty among women.
• A system should be put in place to track country efforts towards the economic empowerment of women

acknowledging that economic violence points to the cycle of violence from family to the public spaces.
• Put in place mechanisms that equally provide productive resources to women, especially survivors of

violence.

• Do women in the region understand that being poor and not having a source
of livelihood is economic violence?

• What have been the challenges towards the economic emancipation of women
in the SADC region?

• Do the provisions of the Protocol adequately address the poverty levels of
women in SADC?

• Who are the main players who can assist SADC women to become economically
empowered?

• What sort of resources should stakeholders avail to women?

For more information visit: http://www.genderlinks.org.za or contact
Loveness Jambaya Nyakujarah on +27 11 622 2877
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Next steps

Key contacts

Rose Thamae, leader of Lets Grow, at the launch of
radio spots on anti-human trafficking at Orange Farm,
Johannesburg, June 2010 - part of Score a goal
campaign. Photo: Gender Links

Key questions for discussion


